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INDIAN SCHOOL MUSCAT 

Department of Physics 

Class:XII Physics Worksheet-3 (2017-2018) 

Chapter 3: Current Electricity 

Section A Conceptual and Application type Questions 

 

1 Two wires of equal length, one of copper and the other of manganin have the 

same resistance. Which wire is thicker?  

2 A wire of resistance 8R is bent in the form of a circle. 

What is the effective resistance between the ends of a 

diameter AB?  

 

3 A wire of resistance 5 ohm is drawn out so that its length is increased to twice its 

original length. Calculate its new resistance. 

 

4 Two identical slabs, of a given metal, are 

joined together, in two different ways, as 

shown in figures (a) and (b). What is the 

ratio of the resistances of these two 

combinations?  
 

5 A cylindrical metallic wire is stretched to increase its length by 10%. Calculate the 

percentage change in its resistance.  

6 A steady current flows in a metallic conductor of non-uniform cross-section. 

Which of these quantities is constant along the conductor: current, current 

density, electric field, drift speed? 

 

7 A low voltage supply from which one needs high currents must have very low 

internal resistance. Why? 

 

8 A high tension (HT) supply of, say, 6 kV must have a very large internal 

resistance. Why? 
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9 The electron drift speed is estimated to be only a few mm s–1 for currents in the 

range of a few amperes? How then is current established almost the instant a 

circuit is closed? 

 

10 Two conducting wires X and Y of same diameter but different materials are 

joined in series across a battery. If the number density of electrons in X is twice 

that in Y, find the ratio of drift velocity of electrons in the two wires?  

11 In an experiment on metre bridge, if the 

balancing length AJ is ‘ l ’, what would be its 

value, when the radius of the metre bridge 

wire AB is doubled? Justify your answer.  

 

12 The sequence of coloured bands in two carbon resistors R1 and R2 is (i) brown, 

green, blue and (ii) orange, black, green. Find the ratio of their resistances.  

13 Can terminal potential difference be greater than emf of a cell? Justify.  

14 A (i) series (ii) parallel combination of two given resistors is connected, one-by-

one, across a cell. In which case will the terminal potential difference, across the 

cell, have a higher value?  

15 V- I graph for a metallic wire at two different 

temperatures T1 and T2 is shown in the figure. Which of 

the two temperatures is higher and why? 

 

16 A cell of emf E and internal reistance r is connected across a variable resistor R. 

Plot a graph showing the variation of terminal potential difference V with 

resistance R. Predict from the graph the condition under which V becomes equal 

of E. Also plot a graph showing the variation of   with R.  

17 A heating element is marked 210V, 630W. What is the value of the current drawn 

by the element when connected to a 210 V DC source?  

18 Two bulbs of same wattage, one having a carbon filament and the other having a 

metallic filament, are connected in series to the mains. Which one will glow 

more? 

19 Of the bulbs in a house, one glows brighter than the other. Which of the two has a 

large resistance? 
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20 Two electric bulbs of 50W and 100W are given. When they are (i) connected in 

series (ii) connected in parallel, which bulb will glow more? 

21 A cell of emf 'E' and internal resistance 'r' is connected across a variable resistor 

'R'. Plot a graph showing variation of terminal voltage 'V' of the cell versus the 

current 'I'. Using the plot, show how the emf of the cell and its internal resistance 

can be determined.  

22 A conductor of length ‘l’ is connected to a dc source of potential ‘V’. If the length 

of the conductor is tripled by gradually stretching it, keeping ‘V’ constant, how 

will (i) drift speed of electrons and (ii) resistance of the conductor be affected? 

Justify your answer.  

23 Two materials Si and Cu, are cooled from 300 K to 60 K. What will be the effect 

on their resistivity?  

24 Plot a graph showing the variation of resistance of a conducting wire as a 

function of its radius, keeping the length of the wire and its temperature as 

constant. 

 

25 Two metallic wire of same material have the same length but cross sectional area 

in the ratio 1:2. They are connected (i) in series and (ii) in parallel. Compare the 

drift velocities of electrons in the two wires in both cases.  

 

26 A potential difference V is applied to a conductor of length L, diameter D. How 

are the electric field E, drift velocity v and resistance R are affected when (i) V is 

doubled, (ii) L is doubled, (iii) D is doubled. 

 

27 

 

 

 

28 

Answer the following: 

(i) Why are the connections between resistors in a meter bridge made of thick 

copper strips? 

(ii) Why is it generally preferred to obtain the balance point near the middle of 

the bridge wire in meter bridge experiments? 

(iii) Which material is used for the meter bridge wire and why?  

 

A cell of emf (ε) and internal resistance (r) is connected across a variable external 

resistance (R) Plot graphs to show variation of (i) ε with R, and (ii) terminal 

potential difference of the cell (V) with R. 

 

 Section B Numerical Problems 

1 Given the resistances of 1 Ω, 2 Ω, 3 Ω, how will be combine them to get an equivalent 

resistance of (i) (11/3) Ω (ii) (11/5) Ω, (iii) 6 Ω, (iv) (6/11) Ω?  

 

2 (a) Six lead-acid type of secondary cells each of emf 2.0 V and internal resistance 0.015 

Ω are joined in series to provide a supply to a resistance of 8.5 Ω. What are the current 

drawn from the supply and its terminal voltage? 
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(b) A secondary cell after long use has an emf of 1.9 V and a large internal resistance of 

380 Ω. What maximum current can be drawn from the cell? Could the cell drive the 

starting motor of a car? 

 

3 Two wires of equal length, one of aluminium and the other of copper have the same 

resistance. Which of the two wires is lighter? Hence explain why aluminium wires are 

preferred for overhead power cables. (ρAl = 2.63 × 10–8 Ω m, ρCu = 1.72 × 10–8 Ω m, 

Relative density of Al = 2.7, of Cu = 8.9.) 

 

4 At room temperature (27.0 °C) the resistance of a heating element is 100 Ω. What is the 

temperature of the element if the resistance is found to be 117 Ω, given that the 

temperature coefficient of the material of the resistor is 1.70 × 10–4 °C–1. 

 

5 A metal rod of square cross-sectional area A having length l has current I flowing 

through it when a potential difference of V volt is applied across its ends (figure I). 

Now the rod is cut parallel to its length into two identical pieces and joined as shown 

in figure II. What potential difference must be maintained across the length 2l so that 

the current in the rod is still I? 

 

 
 

6 Two students ‘X’ and ‘Y’ perform an 

experiment on potentiometer separately using 

the circuit given: Keeping other parameters 

unchanged, how will the position of the null 

point be affected it (i) ‘X’ increases the value of 

resistance R in the set-up by keeping the key K1 

closed and the key K2 open? (ii) ‘Y’ decreases 

the value of resistance S in the set-up, while the 

key K2 remain open and the key K1 closed? 

Justify.  

 

7 Calculate the value of the current drawn from a 

5 V battery in the circuit as shown. 
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8 In the figure a long uniform potentiometer wire 

AB is having a constant potential gradient 

along its length. The null points for the two 

primary cells of emfs  1and  2 connected in 

the manner shown are obtained at a distance of 

120 cm and 300 cm from the end A. Find (i)  1/ 

 2  and (ii) position of null point for the cell  1. 

How is the sensitivity of a potentiometer 

increased?  
 

9  (i) In the circuit diagram given below, AB is a uniform wire of resistance 15 Ώand 

length 1 m. It is connected to a cell E1 of emf 2V and negligible internal resistance 

and a resistance R. The balance point with another cell E2 of emf 75 mV is found 

at 30 cm from end A. Calculate the value of R. 

 
(ii) Why is potentiometer preferred over a voltmeter for comparison of emf of cells? 

(iii) Draw a circuit diagram to determine internal resistance of a cell in the 

laboratory. 

 

10 A straight line plot showing the terminal potential 

difference (V) of a cell as a function of current (I) 

drawn from it is shown in the figure. Using this 

plot, determine (i) the emf and (ii) internal 

resistance of the cell. 

 

11 Using Kirchoff’s rule, find the currents ., 321 IandII  

 

12 (i) Plot a graph showing variation of voltage vs the current drawn from the cell. 

How can one get information from this plot about the emf of the cell and its 

internal resistance ? 
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(ii) Two cells of emf’s E1 and E2 and internal resistance r1 and r2 are connected in 

parallel. Obtain the expression for the emf and internal resistance of a single 

equivalent cell that can replace this combination ? 

 

13 Two cells of emfs 1.5 V and 2.0 V having internal resistances 0.2 Ώ and 0.3 Ώ 

respectively are connected in parallel. Calculate the emf and internal resistance of the 

equivalent cell. 

14 (i) Define the term drift velocity. 

(ii) On the basis of electron drift, derive an expression for resistivity of a conductor 

in terms of number density of free electrons and relaxation time. On what factors 

does resistivity of a conductor depend ? 

(iii) Why alloys like constantan and manganin are used for making standard resistors? 

15 In the circuit of fig. a metre bridge is shown 

in its balanced state. The metre bridge wire 

has a resistance of 1 ohm/cm. Calculate the 

value of the unknown resistance X and the 

current drawn from the battery of negligible 

internal resistance. 

 

 

16 Find the value of the unknown resistance X in the 

circuit of fig. if no current flows through the 

section AO. Also calculate the current drawn by 

the circuit from the battery of emf 6 V and 

negligible internal resistance. 

 

 

17 A potentiometer wire of length 1 m is 

connected to a driver cell of emf 3 V as 

shown in the figure. When a cell of 1.5 V 

emf is used in the secondary circuit, the 

balance point is found to be 60 cm. On 

replacing this cell and using a cell of 

unknown emf, the balance point shifts to  

80 cm. 

(i) Calculate unknown emf of the cell. 
 

 (ii) Explain with reason, whether the circuit works, if the driver cell is replaced with a 

cell of emf 1 V. 

(iii) Does the high resistance R, used in the secondary circuit affect the balance point? 

Justify your answer 
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18 A 10 m long wire of uniform cross-section 

and 20 Ω resistance is used in a 

potentiometer. The wire is connected in 

series with a battery of 5 V along with an 

external resistance of 480 Ω. If an unknown 

emf E is balanced at 6.0 m length of the wire 

calculate  

 (i) the potential gradient of the potentiometer wire, (ii) the value of unknown emf. 

19 Potentiometer wire PQ of 1 m length is 

connected to a standard cell E1. Another cell 

E2 of emf 1.02 V is connected as shown in 

the circuit diagram with a resistance ‘r’ and 

switch S. With switch S open, null position 

is obtained at a distance of 51 cm from P. 

Calculate (i) potential gradient of the 

potentiometer wire and (ii) emf of the cell 

E1. (iii) When switch S is closed, will null 

point towards P or towards O? Give reason 

for your answer. 

 

 

20 For the potentiometer circuit shown in the 

given figure, points X and Y represent the 

two terminals of an unknown emf ε. A 

student observed that when the jockey is 

moved from the end A to the end B of the 

potentiometer wire, the direction of the 

deflection in the galvanometer remains in 

the same direction. 
 

 What may be the two possible faults in the circuit that could result in this 

observations? If the galvanometer deflection at the end B is (i) more, (ii) less, than that 

at the end A which of the two faults, listed above, would be there in the circuit? Give 

reasons in support of your answer in each case. 

21 The storage battery of a car has an emf of 12 V. If the internal resistance of the battery 

is 0.4 Ω, what is the maximum current that can be drawn from the battery? 

 

22 A battery of emf 10 V and internal resistance 3 Ω is connected to a resistor. If the 

current in the circuit is 0.5 A, what is the resistance of the resistor? What is the terminal 

voltage of the battery when the circuit is closed? 
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